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• «Trans n’est pas transhumanisme. Une réflexion trans
sur les transhumanismes trans-friendly, les cyberfémin-
ismes queer, les écologismes et les féminismes transpho-
bes»: infokiosques.net

• émission: zoom-ecologie.net

• «Le coming out masculiniste de Pièces et main d’oeuvre
(PMO)», collectif stop masculinisme, grenoble, 2015: in-
fokiosques.net

• «La Décroissance, ce journal que nous n’achèterons pas»,
27 juillet 2019: paris-luttes.info

• «La Décroissance: quand le «journal de la joie de vivre»
courtise la fachosphère», billet de blog d’Aude Vidal, 30
avril 2021: blogs.mediapart.fr (lire aussi son texte avec
Aude Vincent «Pour une critique émancipatrice de la
PMA»: blog.ecologie-politique.eu)

• Cinquante nuances de vert-brun: www.politis.fr (mais
on ne partage pas l’idée que le «courant antitech» tend
forcément vers une «défense de la naturalité».)
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RECITS DE L’EFFONDREMENT

• «Confronter les récits de l’effondrement à nos réalités
sociales – entretien avec Ruth Paluku-Atoka», 2020:
www.mycelium.cc

• «L’effondrement, parlons-en… Les limites de la collap-
sologie», Jérémie Cravatte: infokiosques.net

• Voir aussi les critiques de Bertrand Louart, Daniel Ta-
nuro, Jean-Baptiste Fressoz, Antoine Dubiau

CRITIQUE DE LA TECHNOLOGIE ET ÉCOLOGIE

• La guerre du sous-sol. Le champ de bataille des matières
premières. Hourriya n°6 (hourriya.noblogs.org)

• Voyage vers l’abîme. Réflexions sur le technomonde.
Hourriya n°4 (hourriya.noblogs.org)

• rhizom.noblogs.org

• Sabotage d’un poste électrique. «Jamais les fées ne seront
électriques»: infokiosques.net

• L’uranium de la Françafrique. Voyage au Pays des dunes
et des Becquerels: infokiosques.net

• «Pour une écologie décoloniale», Malcolm Ferdinand,
Seuil, 2019

• Leur écologie est un désastre, déconnectons la!: in-
fokiosques.net

• Le champ du contrôle. Un recueil de textes contre le
génie génétique et la domination: infokiosques.net

à propos des tendances écolo-réactionnaires:
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• plateforme de podcasts: spectremedia.org

CROYANCES ET MOUVEMENTS NEW AGE

• Podcast de réflexion sur les manières de penser, les condi-
tionnements mentaux et les croyances (focus sur la spir-
itualité contemporaine occidentale): metadechoc.fr

• Chaîne youtube de Shadow Ombre, sur des questions de
croyances, occultismes, ésotérismes, sectarismes, entre
autre: www.youtube.com

• Méta-critique: zet-ethique.fr et www.scepticisme-
scientifique.com

• A propos des les dérives possibles autour du crudi-
vorisme, notamment à travers Casasnovas et autres
croisement avec théories validistes: Les enquêtes
(ecrites ou youtube) du collectif L’Extracteur, blog à
fouiller: bloglextracteur.wordpress.com

COLÈRE ET DÉPOSSESSION vs NON-VIOLENCE

• «De l’usage de la colère: la réponse des femmes au
racisme», Audre Lorde infokiosques.net

• «colères inaudibles, privilèges silencieux, et bruits
de vitrine brisée», timult, n°6, septembre 2012 tim-
ult.poivron.org

• “How Nonviolence Protects the State”, Peter Gelderloos,
2007: zinelibrary.info

• «L’impasse citoyenniste, Contribution à une critique du
citoyennisme»: infokiosques.net
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Introduction

From July 19 to 23, 2023, the International Anti-
Authoritarian Gathering (shortened in what follows as RIA
from the French: Rencontres Internationales Anti-autoritaires)
will be held in St-Imier, Switzerland. Since the announcement
of this “anarchist” gathering, we find it problematic how on
the currently accessible program, one that notably can be
modified by anyone, there is little to no comment or statement
on some of the libertarian, esoteric, citizenist, technophile and
further topics that have been suggested, nor any details on a
general framework for this gathering in terms of accessibility.

Why publish this text before the RIA? Well, you could say
that we don’t give a damn about big symbolic events, that what
counts for us is opposition in action to a reality under domina-
tion. But we’d like to believe that this event could be a place
where people can meet, create affinities, raise awareness, or-
ganise, and thus it could have concrete effects on the reality of
the world. But what affinity, what “awareness”, and above all,
what concrete effect on the reality of the world can an event
have that leaves plenty of room for individuals and ideas that
are opposed to an emancipatory stance?

We wrote this text in a hurry. It’s quite long, we’re not pro-
fessional writers nor communicators, and we don’t presume to
fully analyse the current state of affairs. We sense that some-
thing is going on, and what we’re trying to do here is to name
the problems. And we wish to propose a few avenues for anal-
ysis, which we hope will be discussed, deepened and criticised
as much as possible, so that an anarchist refusal of all forms
of authority continues to live on, so that we help each other to
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further sharpen our tools, to further enable us to name and de-
stroy all forms of domination. And let us make it clear from the
outset, this text is not a call to boycott the RIA, but a desire to
carry an anarchistic pressure everywhere, and at all the times.

6

• «Le non-sujet de l’antisémitisme à gauche», par Camilla
Brenni, Memphis Krickeberg, Léa Nicolas-Teboul &
Zacharias Zoubir, dans Vacarme n° 86, 19 février 2019:
vacarme.org

• Indigenous Anti-Colonial Agitation and Action:
www.indigenousaction.org

• «Entre océans, forêts et volcans. Entre océans, forêts et
volcans. La lutte radicalemapuche», sansnom.noblogs.org

• Le blog des Luftmenschen: luftmenschen.over-blog.com

ALTERCAPITALISMES ET EXTRÊME-DROITE

• entretien avec Johannes, analyse critique des formes
d’altercapitalisme («de gauche», confusionniste, et
d’extrême-droite), de leur seule critique de la finance,
et de leur tendance antisémite: sortirducapitalisme.fr et
sur www.palim-psao.fr

• Peter Staudenmaier, sur la pensée occultiste, l’anthroposophie,
les écofascismes et le capitalisme: social-ecology.org; et
sur chimereseditions.noblogs.org

• Brochure du Collectif d’Actions et de Recherche sur
la Transphobie et l’Extrême droite (C·A·R·T·E), 2023:
lahorde.samizdat.net

• Cartographie de l’extrême droite française. Mieux la con-
naître pour mieux la combattre – Janvier 2022, par la
Horde: infokiosques.net

• Comment la droite réactionnaire construit une «ques-
tion trans», par XYMedia: youtube.com (anciennement
Xymedia.fr pour version textes)

• sur “l’appel à la nature” www.youtube.com
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«COMPLOSPHÈRES»

(dans le sens de «liens entre actualité liée au covid, droite
et théories du complot»)

• Tour d’horizon de la complosphère post-Covid et de ses
idéologies: infokiosques.net

• Voir aussi les liens sur reinfocovid dans la partie «va-
lidisme»

• Tout ce qui fume n’est pas feu. Ce que complotisme et
conspirationnisme font aux luttes: infokiosques.net

RACISME ET COLONIALISME

• Kiff ta race (podcast pour explorer les questions
raciales sur le mode de la conversation et du vécu):
www.binge.audio (plus de podcasts sur l’expérience
vécue des oppressions et sur leur imbrication:
www.binge.audio)

• Cases rebelles (collectif noir anti-autoritaire dans
une perspective PanAfroRévolutionnaire): www.cases-
rebelles.org

• Le blog de João, panafricaniste afrocentré sur les luttes
de classes: joaogabriell.com

• Outrage collectif, groupe d’action et de réflexion révolu-
tionnaire suisse – situé actuellement en suisse romande
– qui travaille sur les questions liées à la race: outragecol-
lectif.noblogs.org

• Juives et Juifs Révolutionnaires: juivesetjuifsrevolution-
naires.wordpress.com
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Questionable tendencies in
the RIA 2023 program

Some of these tendencies are not new, such as citizenism
(remember, for instance, Xavier Renou’s pathetic workshop at
the 2012 RIA and his non-violent civil disobedience). Others
come to the fore more cyclically, like conspiracy theory, which
returns during each “crisis” to explain the world. Some are so
unquestionable that we don’t even dare to call them “tenden-
cies”, like ableism.

And these tendencies are obviously not specific to “anti-
authoritarian” circles. On the other hand, their justification
sometimes takes different paths than mainstream thinking.
For example, when it comes to conspiracy theories or their de-
fence, some “left-wing” circles use miserabilist and (therefore)
paternalistic arguments that see conspiracy as a case of raised
awareness of “the people”, and an accusation of conspiracy as
classist contempt – what irony! As such they enable giving
free rein to theories that can have very real effects. Or such
reactionary ideas are justified by traditionalist anarchists who
subordinate (or outright deny) all emancipatory struggles
other than the class struggle. Or the ecologist-reactionary-
essentialists who claim to be saving the planet by reaffirming
the Natural Order of things. We could also talk about liberal
ideology, currently the theoretical foundation of capitalism
(we won’t repeat its critique here). A liberal ideology which, in
its “anarchist” version, will refer to an abstract “universalism”
(detached from the material realities of oppressive relation-
ships, and therefore in line with reactionary tendencies, like
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for instance secularist positions against the wearing of the veil,
which take no account of the concrete effects of Islamophobia
in our societies) or to “freedom of expression” (as if everyone
had materially the same possibilities of expressing themselves
and making themselves heard, and as if freedom could be
separated into small pieces).

A brief side note:
We believe that some of the responsibility for certain forms

of authority that they do not recognise lies with reactionary/
traditional1 “anarchists” (privileged, straight, white, etc.). As if
politicising the multiple power relations that continue to struc-
ture society were a detour from THE one and only social ques-
tion: the critique of the state and capitalism.They either ignore
these issues, or go on for pages and pages moving deeper into
a reactionary reflex (“reaction” was defined during the Paris
Commune as “the refusal to abolish privileges”), which leads
them to see “identitarianism” or “communitarianism” when-
ever people talk about a reality that isn’t like their own, or
experience forms of oppression that they do not experience.
Minority/oppressed groups need to recognise themselves, to
meet in non-mixed groups, in order to develop emancipatory
discourses and tools. This necessarily involves reappropriating
the categories constructed by the dominant forces. Not to nor-
malise them and turn them into positive categories (as some
self-proclaimed spokespersons for this or that identity do), but
to destroy them, and with them the whole oppressive system
that enabled their construction in the first place. Not talking

1 note sur l’âgisme ambiant: la capacité/volonté de remettre en ques-
tion l’autorité quelle qu’elle soit (il y en a qui appellent ça «l’ouverture
d’esprit») n’a aucun rapport avec une question générationnelle. Si de «vieux
anar’» décident de penser en termes racistes, c’est qu’iels sont racistes.
D’autres ne le sont pas. Et s’il y avait besoin de le dire, il y a plein de je-
unes «anar’» qui sont super réac’s.
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• Critiques de la gestion dite sanitaire et libéralisme mili-
tant:iaata.info

• Nous appelons les anarchistes à réfléchir de manière cri-
tique à l’eugénisme en tant que logique du capital et de
l’État: iaata.info

• La liberté des un·es et celle des autres par temps de Covid:
paris-luttes.info

• Aux réseaux mutu, Lettre à propos de Réinfocovid et des
anti-masques:dijoncter.info

• Pandémie, Vaccin, Pass, pour une position Révolution-
naire: acta.zone

• Envisager la pandémie avec une perspective antiva-
lidiste: www.jefklak.org

• Aération: Comité pour l’extension des courants d’air:
paris-luttes.info

• Seule le peuple sauve le peuple (bridages solidaires):
acta.zone

• La réalité du déni et le déni de la réalité, collectif An-
tithesi (trad du grec): antithesi.gr

• Sur Réinfocovid, La Horde: lahorde.samizdat.net

• Coronavirus, validisme et darwinisme social + (épisode
radio de “sortir du capitalisme” en lien): lepoing.net

LIBERTARIANISME

• Libertarianism bogus Anarchy (english): theanarchistli-
brary.org

• De certaines options “anarchistes”: paris-luttes.info

• Les libertariens, Baillargeon: fr.theanarchistlibrary.org
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Resources

ABLEISM

• Collectif les dévalideuses, Accessibiliser un événement:
lesdevalideuses.org

• Race, classe et covid: cabrioles.substack.com et ren-
verse.co

• La culture du valide (occidental) – Zig Blanquer:
clhee.org

• Autodéfense sanitaire: intempestive.net

• Guides et tracts pour l’autodéfense sanitaire: intempes-
tive.net

• Pourquoi la gauche a-t-elle dépriorisé le COVID ? – Raia
Small: cabrioles.substack.com

• Covid et validisme: mars-infos.org

• Julia Doubleday – La révolution ne sera pas validiste:
paris-luttes.info

• Les masques fonctionnent, n’écoutez pas ceux qui
désinforment à leur sujet – Lucky Tran: cabri-
oles.substack.com

• Le camp des luttes doit sortir du déni – www.jefklak.org

• Podcast en 4 épisodes “handicap, hiérarchie des vies”:
www.radiofrance.fr
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about issues, or denying their existence, won’t make them dis-
appear. As a result, a whole liberal or even libertarian counter-
part will have taken hold of these problems, making us believe
that they are solvable within capitalism (in perpetual recuper-
ation of things that can be recuperated…).

Unfortunately, there’s nothing very new here (apart from
the revival of conspiracy theories, that were given a tremen-
dous boost by the covid-19 pandemic, and the popularity of
“collapsology” accounts of the collapse). On the other hand,
what was new to us, and what frankly surprised us, was the
presence of libertarian individuals and positions within the
organisation and programming of these “Rencontres Interna-
tionales Anti-autoritaires”. What also surprised us (although
a little less so, because we are a bit lucid!) was the presence
of themes, terms, practices and worldviews stemming from
New Age thinking, which can be understood as an avatar
for liberalism and therefore is standing perfectly in line with
capitalist ideology.

Now, we use the word “tendencies”, but we could have used
a different one – you get the idea! Of course, these tendencies
are not mutually exclusive, and may very well merge in the
same discourse.
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Libertarians at the heart of
the gathering

Before criticising certain workshops in particular, putting
them into context and situating the people who organise them
(we’ll explain a little more below what libertarianism is all
about), we thought it would be interesting to take a closer look
at two figures who play an important role in the organisation
of this gathering: Gian Piero de Bellis and Chris Zumbrunn.
The former is responsible for inviting a number of libertarians,
and his personal library (World Wide Wisdom) is one of the
“official” venues for the RIA discussions. The second has an
important organisational role, notably in the administration of
the online RIA calendar, since it’s only from the “zumbrunn”
account (who’s behind it?) that workshop locations and times
are scheduled and updated. It’s also worth noting that these
two people, who are also very active on the telegram chat,
mention each other on their respective personal websites.

About Gian Piero de Bellis

Gian Piero de Bellis is a libertarian living in St-Imier,
Switzerland. He is extremely active on the internet, apparently
he is writing and translating a lot.1 He is a proponent of “pa-
narchy”, a libertarian concept/proposal: “[…] the Panarchist

1 voici ses différents sites ou comptes sur les réseaux:
www.panarchy.org, www.problemistics.org, www.polyarchy.org,
www.wwwisdom.net, twitter.com, facebook.com
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But not to finish there…

Apart from this mishmash of conspiracy, ableist, libertarian,
capitalist, collapsologist, esoteric and technophile tendencies,
there will undoubtedly be plenty of great workshops. We want
to be reminded of what anti-authoritarian, anarchist and self-
managed meetings could really be without the presence of a
few libertarian landlords, who are taking up far toomuch space
with super-creepy workshops: a place to strengthen ourselves,
show solidarity, courage and rage in our struggles.

We want to finish reading this text by saying to ourselves
that, well, we’ll just go to the cool workshops and laugh/vomit
about the others, but there is something super-scary about the
very idea that all of this will end up cohabiting with our strug-
gles and our survival. We don’t want to give them the space,
an audience, or the opportunity to grow stronger, forge links
that pollute our own.

As we’ve already said, this isn’t a call not to go to the gath-
ering. We just wanted to ask the question, who will actually
meet there.

anarchists, june 21, 2023

!Not translated below!
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tion rituals, which they themselves practice with other “new
warriors” at weekends organized by theManKind Project.They
pay homage to JoannaMacy, who inspired eco-psychology and
is the founder of the Findhorn Foundation, an esoteric new age
“ecovillage”.They call for blind alliances, notably with far-right
survivalists, and propagate the theses of Dmitry Orlov, a con-
spiracy engineer, homophobe and xenophobe. They also sin-
cerely envisage the “unleashing of a real war effort”, celebrat-
ing militaristic “grand narratives”: “all this stirs up the sense of
sacrifice, heroism, the defence of sacred values, of an identity,
of a territory”. While waiting for the war, as good advisors for
the Prince, they collaborate with the authorities and sell their
advice in regards to technocratic governance (to the Ministry
of the Economy at Bercy; to employer federations in Switzer-
land and Belgium; to institutions in charge of nuclear power;
etc.).

For all these reasons, and despite the fact, that they may
even help to spread certain dramatic facts about the ecologi-
cal situation, their speeches are disarming. In their words, it’s
“an inextricable situation that will never be resolved, like death
or an incurable disease”. No solution is suggested, so the prop-
posed perspective is to “survive” and “adapt” (resilience), while
waiting for the purifying event and “rebirth”, instead of attack-
ing here and now those responsible for this disaster, who main-
tain and profit from this capitalist, racist, sexist, ableist system.

… The acceptable amount of violence to advocate for a
“happy collapse”.
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proposal, that is, the establishment of non-territorial govern-
ments, in competition with each other, to provide services to
consumers who freely choose them. And like any contract
with a company, the social contract signed with a particular
government “is neither hypothetical nor illusory, but on the
contrary explicit, actual, voluntary and reversible.””.2 The
notion of competition and the free market are central to
his thinking. Indeed, it is a matter of “transposing into the
political sphere the laissez-faire employed in the economic
sphere”.3 The main obstacle to this free market is therefore the
state, or “statism”, as we can read in the great quotation on
the cover of his book “Polyarchie / Panarchie: un manifeste”,
(translated into several languages and available on amazon!):
“A plague broke out and spread throughout the world during
the twentieth century. The name of this plague is statism.”

The focus on the authority of the state (only), and in particu-
lar the criticism of its monetary monopoly, is typical of a liber-
tarian position, which is not as interested in authority or power
as a social relationship. As if the state was the only obstacle to
emancipation. Here are the concluding words of his “Consid-
erations on Anarchie2022” (the international meetings having
been postponed to this year 2023 due to the pandemic, a more
local event was organised instead in 2022, yet with the same
logistics), which he translated into Italian and English: “One
question in particular on which an anarchist project would
have a disruptive effect is that of money. If anarchists were
to take up the question of the means of exchange, in line with
the thinking of Proudhon and Greene, they would deal a fatal
blow to the state and its monetary monopoly. Unfortunately,
the state of mind of traditionalist anarchists doesn’t even al-
low the possibility of launching such projects to be explored. If
some did, such projects would immediately be branded capital-

2 tiré de son site perso: www.panarchy.org
3 pareil
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istic, and if they succeeded and freed up resources to finance
other projects, their promoters would be branded as capitalists
and hobbled by hard-line anarchists for whom persecution, de-
feat and misery are indisputable signs that one is, like a true
masochist, on the right track.”4

But then who are his role models of anarchists who aren’t
“masochists”, not into “persecution, defeat and misery”?
Perhaps some answers can be found on his twitter account,
where he is very, very active.5 His re-tweets include the likes
of Tucker Carlson, Robert F. Kennedy Jr, Collin Rugg, Max
Borders, Julian Assange, Ross Ulbricht, Kim Dotcom, Mark
Curtis… and the list goes on! A mix of alt-right political fig-
ures, businessmen, conspiracists, libertarians, lgbtqia+phobic
reactionaries – or all of the above. Otherwise, a lot of his
(re)tweets are about the situation in Palestine/Israel, including
photo montages comparing the Israeli army to the Nazis, with
comments like “the new SS” or “the new nazis”, with a few
tweets with conspiracy-anti-Semitic overtones of “Israel rules
USA”, lots of Neturei Karta videos, and so on. But you don’t
have to look very far to realise that his supposed defence of
the oppressed ultimately has little to do with the oppressed
themselves, and only seems to serve his highly dubious politi-
cal agenda. Indeed, he doesn’t hesitate to repost tweets from
people openly celebrating Putin (and the invasion of Ukraine),
Gaddafi, or the North Korean regime. Anything that opposes
U.S. policy and NATO is fair game, even if it means celebrating
torturers (see the twitter accounts of Towhee, @amborin or
Rev Laskaris, @REVMAXXING). In this compost of libertarian,
conspiracy and confusionist ideas and positions, we some-
times find recompositions that may seem surprising, such as
the link between NATO’s military policy and the “lgbt lobby”
(Gian Pierro de Bellis posits the image of the NATO symbol

4 panarchy.org
5 twitter.com
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can collapse is not well defined) – while biodiversity is indeed
disappearing and we are witnessing an irreversible mass
extinction, fossil capitalism still has a bright future ahead of
it. They participate in a hegemonic rewriting of history, in
which the examples they mobilize are not actually societies
that have “collapsed”, but populations that have been attacked,
extorted or destroyed (slave raids, destruction of cultivable and
habitable areas, destruction of the peasantry, etc.). And this is
what continues to happen as resources get increasingly scarce.
As Jérémie Cravatte puts it, “today’s societies are defined
not only by this thermo-industrial characteristic, but also, or
actually above all, by the accumulation of capital through
dispossession. (…) To perpetuate itself, capitalism needs colo-
nialism, patriarchy and productivism. Together, they form the
pillars of “our civilization”, pillars that are not in the process
of “collapsing” (nor will they collapse on their own), but rather
are strengthening.” The state, its police, its justice, it’s all the
same. Now, as never before, repression is intensifying against
environmentalist and anti-colonialist movements, all who are
defending territories, against extractivism, deforestation and
so on. Collapsology presents itself as an imaginary of rupture,
but one that erases history and invisibilizes past and present
forms of resistance to domination.

It’s no coincidence that most collapsologist rhetoric can be
recuperated in reactionary proposals, some of which are some-
times even inspired by them without naming them. The (al-
leged) end of Western civilization echoes the racist myth of
the “Great Replacement”, where the response becomes a re-
treat into identitarianism. In their books, Stevens and Servi-
gne invite us to “re-ensauvage” [to turn things savage again]
(note the unquestioned figure of the “savage”) and to “recon-
nect with our deep roots”, drawing inspiration from the racist
archetypes of the anti-Semitic psychiatrist Carl Jung, who was
steeped in Norse mythology and close to Nazism. They cele-
brate the “sacred masculine” and advocate masculinist initia-
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to “mourn” it. Relying on the prevailing scientism, these collap-
sologists claim to have invented a “scientific discipline” (one
of its pillars being, incidentally, “intuition”…), but it is not a
science, it is a situated and politically oriented narrative. It’s
an apocalyptic, scientistic, navel-gazing vision, from a white,
Western, able-bodied, urban, male, heterosexual and skilled/ed-
ucated point of view, where once again in history, a privileged
Western class proclaims itself to be the (climate) vigilantes who
bear the burden of having to save the world. Are we supposed
to care that they’re worried about the end of their world?

Meanwhile for “other” humans, who don’t exist in this
Western-centric system of thought, except for utilitarian pur-
poses (with a few exceptions, depending on the authors), the
catastrophe has been with us for a long time, and survival is a
real struggle. The extermination of native populations during
colonization, their enslavement, the destruction of their vital
spaces for export goods to Europe, the pollution and poisoning
of the air and soil in colonized countries or in poor, non-white
neighborhoods – all of this has been going on for a long time.
Not everyone is affected in the same way by pollution and
climate disruption, depending on material resources, social
connections, state of health, access to healthcare, housing and
so on. A segregation keeps happening that allows the most
privileged social classes to keep their corner of the planet
for a while longer, allowing them to “prepare” themselves,
while plundering the rest of life that persists around them. It’s
the ecology of the rich that erases the colonial rupture, and
meanwhile, for all the others, who are sinking, they don’t give
a damn.

Under a pretext of scientific objectivity, collapse discourses
naturalize the capitalist social order by amalgamating irre-
versible ecological or climatic change through socio-political
mechanisms that are by definition changeable, while they
are presented as inescapable. They also create confusion with
their use of catch-all notions (the “everything” in everything
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against a rainbow flag and comments “NATO = North Atlantic
Terrorist Organization”). But make no mistake: it’s not (just)
a big mishmash of libertarianism, cryptocurrency promotion,
lgbtqia+phobia, conspiracism (notably linked to the covid-19
pandemic). (In line with the rhetoric of the Kremlin–but in
other circles too–the Nazis are to be understood as symbols of
the “decadence of the West”, of which queer people would be
one of its incarnations, hence associations that proliferate all
over the Internet, with photo montages of rainbow-coloured
bombers, etc.).

In short, his preoccupations seem to be CIA conspiracies,
“Nazi Ukraine”, “Nazi Zionism”, “Nazi NATO”, the liberation of
Julian Assange, and above all, a currency freed from state con-
trol, where crypto-currencies could be the new weapon that
would deal “a fatal blow to the state”. (All sprinkled with a lit-
tle conspiracist and lgbtqia+phobia.) [translators note: Plus a
shocking heap of anti-semitic tropes]

About Chris Zumbrunn

Chris Zumbrunn is a libertarian living in Mont-Soleil,
Switzerland. He works in the field of IT and communications,
and is the founder of the “Décentrale Synergiehub”, a cowork-
ing and living space in which he lives and which is described
as “an epicentre for self-empowered culture”.6

He will be presenting the “Natural Law” workshop, which
he already presented last year at RIA 2022. Here’s his own def-
inition (from his twitter account) of Natural Law: “[…] their is
an objective morality implying that it is wrong to take the free-
dom of others as long as they don’t take the freedom of others”.
Basically, a reformulated version of the liberal credo “my free-
dom ends where the other person’s begins”. Freedom appears

6 zumbrunn.com, twitter.com, synergiehub.ch, github.com. Il a aussi sa
page sur le site de Gian Piero de Bellis: panarchy.org
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here as a commodity that we possess a priori, and which we
may or may not “take” from others. In total opposition, then,
to an anarchist positionwhere “my freedom begins with that of
others”. As Law, Nature and Morality are concepts at the oppo-
site end of the spectrum from anarchist thought and practice,
it seemed at first glance rather incongruous to see a workshop
on Natural Law at an event that claims to be anarchist. But
a glance at the “libertarianism” page on Wikipedia gives us a
clue. It reads: “Liberty is conceived by libertarianism as a funda-
mental value of social relationships, economic exchanges and
the political system. Stemming from liberalism, it advocates,
within a universal property andmarket system, individual free-
dom as a natural right.”

We didn’t have the courage to read in full his proposal for a
“glocal governance model”, which he backs up on his website
with diagrams, and which promotes “[…] the transformation
of the old order by a progressive and dynamic method that in-
creases and improves our democracies in a global way. It’s a
metamorphosis without overturning the existing order, but a
pragmatic, consensus-building approach involving all parties
concerned. Once collective awareness has been reached, there
should be no further need to make “decisions”, because every-
one will know what needs to be done when the time comes.”.
What the fuck ⁈

Chris Zumbrunn is also very active in the promotion of
cryptocurrencies, and in particular in the development of “Fair-
Coin”. On his github account (a site where developers can de-
posit and exchange open-source programs), the majority of his
deposits concern the development of these electronic curren-
cies.

A visit to his twitter account gives us a little more info on
Chris Zumbrunn. In an article published on pieceoplastic.com
criticising the lack of consideration given to covid-19 in these
meetings, someone we don’t know did the work of pulling up
his twitter feed. In his text, Chris Zumbrunn is anonymized by
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overturned anything? My boyfriend is a rapist, but he too has
needs. In Switzerland, the ultra-repressive and Islamophobic
PMCT law (a law on preventive measures against terrorism)
was passed, while anti-authoritarians meet to train their
non-violent communication.

NVC focuses on form at the detriment of content. It stigma-
tizes conflict as the expression of something negative, of some-
thing we should get rid of. From our point of view, we don’t
want to dismiss anger, we think it’s necessary to bring politi-
cal disagreement into life. Politically speaking, conflict can be
conceived as the expression of a confrontation between expe-
riences that are not on the same level, in terms of power. Con-
flict is fertile ground, and should not be dismissed but instead
politicized.

Collapsologist tendencies

(This chapterwas largely inspired by the text and references
proposed by Ruth Paluku Atoka and Jérémie Cravatte)

As if it wasn’t already bad enough that libertarian capital-
ists are banging their drum, the collapsologists as well have
to bring their “science” to the RIA (presentation of the book
“How everything can fall apart: hand book of collapsology”42).
Among the various examples of accounts on the collapse, to
choose the one by Pablo Servigne (an agricultural engineer)
and Raphaël Stevens (an eco-counsellor with a business school
diploma) triggers us our reaction. These two self-proclaimed
“experts” are worried about the future of the middle classes
in industrialized countries and about the impossibility of con-
tinuing their way of life. These collapsologists call it the end
of “our” civilization (industrial, based on fossil fuels), in other
words, the end of the world, and from now on we must learn

42 organize.anarchy2023.org (page archive at the time of writing:
web.archive.org)
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“context-independent” according to Rosenberg’s theory. This
is part of an essentialist reading of the world, which draws
on numerous myths relating to a supposed “state of Nature”
that extracts the individual from his or her social, cultural,
historical and political context. It does not stand for nothing
that masculinists are deeply committed to NVC, and practice
it within their talking circles, where the constructed nature
of their masculinity is no longer called into question, and in
their (violent) interactions with people socialized as women*,
who get addressed independently of the social relationships
that bind them. On the contrary, we consider it necessary to
politicize our individual realities, i.e. to situate them within
overall power relations that structure the social world.

The counter-revolutionary ideology of “non-violence”
reduces its discussion to the abstract and decontextualized
opposition binary “violence/non-violence”, which masks the
power relations between the dominant and the dominated.
This is based on a history written by the powerful, and also
represents a disgusting falsification of the history of struggles.
The “non-violent” stance is reserved for people who occupy a
privileged social position, and who have the power to define
what is or isn’t considered to be “non-violent/violent”. It
builds on the exoticization of anger and struggle, as seen from
a paternalistic and racist vision that posits Western white
democratic culture as a point of reference and condemns “vio-
lence” around it, while at the same time raving about certain
types of struggle, if and when they are sufficiently remote. To
say that non-violence is an ideology of the dominant is not
to say that we fetishize “violence”. Violence is already there,
and everyday, it’s within the social hierarchies, it’s within the
mechanisms of state control and its maintenance. We need
to read Angela Davis and Assata Shakur from prison, Audre
Lorde on the anger of black women*, we need to remember
Mike, Hervé, Nzoy. Who can afford to dialogue gently like
a giraffe with their oppressor and when has has this ever
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the initials “A.S.” – his telegram chat handle. Here’s an excerpt
from the text translated from German/English:

“In this timeline one finds not only approving
retweets of right-wing libertarians like Elon
Musk, Kim Dotcom and Glenn Greenwald, or
of the conspiracy theorist and anti-abortionist
Robert F. Kennedy Jr., he even praises James
O’Keefe of Project Veritas (how?). Most revealing,
the timeline shows that A.S. was involved in at
least one anti-mask, COVID denier demonstration
opposing protective measures. On 20.10.2021 from
his twitter-account he mobilized for a demonstra-
tion called “Nein zu den COVID-19 Verschärfung”
(No to the intensification of COVID-19 protective
measures) to be held on October 23. in Bern.
According to the wording of his tweet he even
helped to organize this demonstration (“We
have the permit!”)? A demonstration, by the
way, where several conspiracy theory and/or
anti-Semitic banners as well as participants from
the hipster neo-nazi group “Junge Tat” to the
“Freiheitstrychlern” (an ultraconservative folklore
group) were spotted. Meanwhile near the au-
tonomous cultural center Reitschule, there were
skirmishes between the police and an anarchist
counter-demonstration with the title: “Solidarität
mit den Corona-Betroffenen” (Solidarity with
those affected by Corona).”7

We might also add that he is an active promoter of Arti-
ficial Intelligence (AI) and internet-based technologies (e.g.
the presearch.com search engine, which implements artifi-
cial intelligence, the LBRY network and its video platform

7 pieceoplastic.com
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“odysee.com” founded by libertarian Jeremy Kauffman in
reaction to youtube and in particular its “overly restrictive”
moderation, which would become a vector for conspiracist,
pro-Trump, white supremacist propaganda, etc.), or more
anecdotally but rather creepily, BitPeople, a “population
registry for a new internet-based global society.”8

But how does this promoter of “self-empowered culture”
earn his living? On his website, which he describes as his “per-
sonal think tank”, his business page speaks for itself. It reads,
“Chris Zumbrunn Ventures has developed hundreds of projects
and served hundreds of consulting and technology clients over
the past several years.”9 There’s an impressive list of all his
clients, including some of the most rotten in the world:

• swiss army

• US Army,

• Apple Computer,

• Virgin,

• British Aerospace,

• Microsoft,

• Roche,

• U.S. Immigration & Naturalization Service,

• etc.

8 drive.google.com
9 zumbrunn.com (page archive at time of writing: web.archive.org)
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a smile on your face, and the cosmos will give you a radiant
future”. Basically, it’s the same summons to “awaken your
intelligence” and become “more authentic”… to feel better.
An impregnation with new age philosophy even manages to
spiritualize the political need for care, and eventually will
lead to a monetizidation of basic solidarity. We’ve got nothing
against taking care of ourselves – on the contrary, it’s even
politically necessary. But personal development has nothing
to do with anti-authoritarian pressure.

Authoritarian risk

There also exists a risk that New Age practices may encour-
age forms of authoritarianism, a risk that arises as soon as a be-
lief enters a system that prescribes and explains itself through
one or more people (close or distant). To believe is to dele-
gate the power-of-knowing-better-than-oneself to a system of
thought, and to give power in such a way is to voluntarily go
into submission and to give trust to beliefs instead. From that
point on, we run the risk of seeing a number of opportunists
or misery merchants make their appearance to theorize this
power, to sell it, and to fill it with substance by personifying it.

Non-violent communication and ideology

Various currents of “non-violent communication” (NVC)
are certainly full of interesting tools that can be appropriated
on an anti-authoritarian basis. But this is not just a “method”,
and we’d like to remind you of some of the ideological pre-
suppositions of this “art of living”. It is New Age-inspired,
as can be seen in one of its founders Marshall Rosenberg
(who is also a guru and a misogynist), for whom the NVC
process is about reconnecting with a “beloved divine energy”.
“Human needs” (theorized by a capitalist economist and
member of the Club of Rome) are considered universal and
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Personal development vs. anarchy

New Age thinking tends to reduce complex problems to
simplified explanations, to make it possible to get a grip on
difficult situations, to make sense of them, or to at least de-
tach oneself from them (as just one example, the difficulty of
getting hired, would be blamed on a “bad astral influence”, or
“negative thoughts”, rather than linking it to a whole host of
interconnected reasons, be they social and political, racist, sex-
ist, lgbtq-phobic, classist, [ableist], etc.). When problems are
experienced as uniquely personal and not inscribed in politi-
cal, structural and material reality, this can weaken the abil-
ity to formulate political solutions for them. Which then leads
to alienation and to the misappropriation of struggles, all the
while conveying an impression of being in a political struggle
for survival.This opens the way to an individualization of lived
situations: a feeling that they are deserved when they benefit
us (devoid of any notion of privilege), or a feeling of guilt when
things are difficult, negative or violent (devoid of any notion of
oppression).

What we observe around us is, that these beliefs transform
the anti-authoritarian pressure (the anarchist approach of
wanting to destroy all forms of authority, including one’s
own) into an inoffensive form of resignation that can easily be
recuperated by the state. This gets summed up in the famous
expression “be the change you want to see in this world”,
an (infantilizing) summons to surpass oneself in order to
upgrade “towards a better version of oneself”. This leads to
right-wing politicization, in the sense that it tends towards
a negation or symmetrization of the underlying systemic
relations of domination. For example, rather than politicizing
class relations (“fuck your boss who sucks your labor power”),
these managerial techniques of “personal development” tend
to make people feel guilty just as they encourage resignation:
“relax with a bit of yoga and show up tomorrow morning with
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About tendencies in
workshops deserving to get
critiqued

Ableist tendencies

Are anti-authoritarian meetings accessible only to
healthy, able-bodied etc. anti-authoritarians?

Although in global thinking and the official position of
states is that we’re done with the covid pandemic. Yet plenty
of people are still dying from it, plenty of people still need
to protect themselves from it, and the issue remains still
largely politicised in many anarchist, feminist and other
anti-authoritarian scenes.

And yet, as far as this summer’s gathering is concerned,
neither the FAQ on the anarchy2023.org website nor anywhere
else assumes or clarifies the position of the organisational
team(s) in regards to covid and its issues. We’re talking about
a “politicised” and international event, where the question
should obviously be asked, given the fluctuation and the
number of people who will attend…

In the site’s FAQ, then, we can read between the lines how
the “covid-question” is circumvented: it is present in hushed
tones only, but neither explored, nor named, nor situated, nor
thematised. It’s a bit “surprising”, especially when you see
that there’s a covido-sceptical and outright ableist presence in
the organisational team and in the position given to certain
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workshops. Among other things, at the “small” RIA 2022 a
well-thought-out, pacifying, simplifying, binary and rather
confusing workshop on “future epidemics, cross-reflections”1
was presented alongside another conspiracy workshop with
the scandalously anti-semitic title on “covid and the globalist
takeover”.2 This summer, we will also be treated to the work-
shop entitled “What to do about the instrumentalization of the
WHO?”.3

A brief side note on these last two workshops and the indi-
vidual who proposed them, Ivar Petterson:

In the comments to another RIA 2023 workshop entitled
“Covid-19 Vaccination pressure”4, Ivar Petterson writes on be-
half of his little union, which is “the only union in Switzer-
land to have taken a stand against the covid Doxa (= ideol-
ogy, dogma, set of opinions) and experimental mRNA vaccina-
tions” and which disseminates “the positions taken by whistle-
blowers, such as Christian Perronne, Laurent Muchielli, Louis
Fouché and other courageous medical experts and doctors.”.
As it happens, these “courageous experts” are best known for
disseminating false information and conspiracy theories, and
are sometimes in close proximity to extreme right-wing cir-
cles. In 2023, Ivar Petterson will be offering a workshop en-
titled “What to do about the instrumentalization of the WHO”,
its description reads as follows: “Whistle-blowers, including
Robert Kennedy Jr. [U.S. presidential candidate and conspiracy

1 organize.anarchy2023.org (page archive at time of writing:
web.archive.org)

2 organize.anarchy2023.org (page archive at time of writing:
web.archive.org)

3 organize.anarchy2023.org (page archive at time of writing:
web.archive.org)

4 organize.anarchy2023.org (page archive at time of writing:
web.archive.org)
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employees by their employers); natural “alternative” therapies
(homeopathy, naturopathy, etc.); consumer products (anti-
electromagnetic wave devices, “karma” food, Weleda-stamped
garden sage tea, etc.); clairvoyance and mediums as a service;
etc.

If we observe this further, we can even notice how this
mode of thinking, which tends to provide an explanation for
cause and effect (a type of reasoning where every sign can be
interpreted as confirmation forwhat one already thinks), opens
the door for conspiratorial worldviews.

Western thinking and cultural appropriation

NewAge spirituality is impregnatedwith orientalism (refer-
ences to “Hindu” or “Chinese” tradition, “ayurveda”, “oriental
wisdom”, “yin/yang”, “Master Krishnamurti”, etc.). It is built on
various forms of cultural appropriation where, given the asym-
metrical situation in terms of power (colonial history and struc-
tural domination), elements of indigenous cultures or other tra-
ditions are extracted from their cultural and social context and
selectively pumped out by groups who structurally dominate
them. They then use them in inauthentic ways to construct
their spirituality, and often – but not necessarily – to commod-
ify them. Under a pretext of “opening up to the world”, cultural
appropriation thus enables, almost systematically, the perpet-
uation of colonial domination, if not outright colonialism (in
the form of therapeutic tourism or other courses organized in
“centres” on hills bought by white people in India, for instance).

Typically, the notions of “primitivism” and “tribality”, used
in Playfight workshops, are fantasized projections by white
people in search of meaning, but are neither historicized nor
problematized. Yet they are a part of a long history of “civi-
lizing”, colonial expansion, annihilating in its path everything
that the colonial West has exoticized and constructed as “prim-
itive” in relation to itself.
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god on earth, using modern science while re-injecting it
with other meanings in an attempt to prove its relevance.
Occultism stems from a desire to reconcile the discoveries
of modern science with a worldview that is religious, while
free of ancient spiritual traditions. In its most conservative
tendencies, linking territory to identity, it has nourished the
Lebensreform and völkisch movements, which continue to
exist to the present day. New Age ideology is profoundly
Euro-centric, with racist and orientalist elements. It’s a syn-
cretism that borrows and mixes from often times invented or
reinterpreted Buddhist and Hindu origins, while reappropriat-
ing systems of divination (such as astrology, magnetism, etc.)
with the aim to access higher realities. Today, through various
currents, this form of magical thinking permeates many
areas and sectors of activity (for example, through one of its
strongest reactionary currents at the moment: anthroposophy,
its medicine and weleda range, its biodynamic agriculture and
demeter products). As an individualistic, [neo]liberal ideology,
it provides fertile ground for a reform of capitalism that is
perfectly suited for current attempts at greenwashing: by
shifting the responsiblility for changing themselves onto the
individual in order to transform the world, it supports the
conception of the human as a “consum’actor”, and it does so
by reducing the horizon of self-determination to individual
commercial “choices” among a few eco-citizen gestures.

The New Age, in addition to being an ideological condition-
ing system compatible with and necessary for the survival of
globalized capitalism, is also huge business. An infinite num-
ber of new markets are opened up thanks to the spread and
worsening of social disenchantment, psychological distress,
anxiety, physical exhaustion, intoxication and chronic illness,
dependence on technology, etc. On a parched planet, we see
the emergence of paid courses and teachings (in person or
on the internet) (side note. Non Violent Communication is a
registered trademark); life coaching (in private or imposed on
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theorist, extensively quoted by Gian Piero de Bellis and Chris
Zumbrunn as seen above] and legal scholar Francis Boyle, are
warning us that biological warfare laboratories (nt. those de-
centralised by the U.S. in several countries (including Wuhan)
have the capacity to unleash a new epidemic on command.”

And as for his workshop held in 2022, “covid and the glob-
alist takeover”, we weren’t there, but we were told that several
alarming conspiracy statements were discussed. To avoid the
risk of distorting the actual words that were said at the time,
we’ll only mention (in addition to the title, which should al-
ready speak for itself) the defence, by several people present
at this workshop, of the reinfocovid.fr website founded by far-
right conspiracist Louis Fouché (we’re not willing to argue here
about reinfocovid.fr and Louis Fouché, come on, seriously.This
has already been done by many others. We just want to empha-
sise here that all this is happening quietly at RIA).

It’s all there: anti-Semitic language, “globalist takeover”,
“globalised capitalist power”, “globalised financial power”, the
celebration of far-right personalities, right down to the thinly
veiled assertion that this pandemic was triggered “on orders”
by “biological warfare laboratories” decentralised to Wuhan
by the USA.

But as these curious comments seem to testify, Ivar
Petterson still seems to care about the “far right”, and per-
haps even fancies himself an anarchist. Commenting on an
article criticising the presence of far-right personalities at
a demonstration against “sanitary dictatorship” in Annecy,
Ivar Petterson denounces the conspiracy activist, propagator
of Qanon’s theses, who is close to far-right circles Chloé
Frammery5, only to change his mind in a second comment,
and once again defend the reinfocovid.fr website: “Following
a clarification with Chloé, it seems that despite her contacts

5 Voir à ce propos notamment les articles parus sur renverse.co: ren-
verse.co; renverse.co; renverse.co
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with Dieudonné, she has not switched to the extreme right
(or red-brown) and still positions herself as a militant of the
fighting left. I therefore withdraw the exaggerated remarks I
made above. I note a serious misunderstanding on the covid
question. The sites listed by Librinfo74, such as reinfocovid.fr,
are not far-right, but critical of Big Pharma. The left and
far-left have not done enough research on this subject and on
the risks of vaccine side-effects, leaving the door open for the
far-right to take advantage. Whose fault is that?”6

One might think that, unlike other anti “health dictator-
ship” activists who cleverly sow confusion in order to get their
reactionary ideas across, Ivar Petterson sincerely believes
himself to be in an anarchist position. But his proposal to
invite the group Pièces et Main d’Oeuvre (PMO), despite the
tsunami raised by their reactionary positions and masculinist
coming-out among French anti-capitalist and anti-tech circles
over the last 10 years, makes it clear that he’s part of the new
eco-reactionary trend, not necessarily far-right per se, but for
whom a certain “natural order” should be preserved.The work-
shop was fortunately cancelled, but Ivar Petterson returned to
the fray, mentioning that PMO’s appearance had been appre-
ciated at a meeting in June 2022 in Sainte-Croix. This meeting
was attended by, among others, Les Amis de la Décroissance,
a newspaper that no longer conceals its reactionary (racist,
homophobic, transphobic and authoritarian) positions. See
the related article on renverse.co: “Rencontres décroissantes à
Sainte-Croix, rejetons une écologie réactionnaire”.7

Anyway, in the FAQ, the first question reads “are there any
conditions and restrictions [for coming]?”. They don’t specify
precisely what themeaning of this is here, but given the greater

6 librinfo74.fr
7 renverse.co
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shop.39 Then proceed to exchange sweet words among giraffes
at the “non-violent communication” workshop40, or fight for
peace at the “PlayFight” workshop41, which invites you to “a
deep connection” with your “primitive self” or “untouched na-
ture”, to “a personal journey and tribal experience”, with the
aim to train for combat “with full awareness”, “like warriors of
the heart to put an end to violence and develop inner peace”.

Seriously, what the fuck?
A “conscious” diet… of deforestation, desertification and

agro-industrial exploitation? No, in the New Age spirit, this
means to be “aware of oneself and one’s own body”, but this in
turn rules out awareness and criticism of systemic violence.

New Age, a contemporary spirituality

The words “energy”, “positive thinking”, “mindfulness”,
“karma”, “intuition”, “resilience”, “benevolence”, “vibratory
rates”, “human potential”,… are all concepts that are linked
to the New Age philosophy, a set of beliefs born in the
Western context of secularization and industrialization. It is a
neo-spirituality that, paradoxically, relies on pseudo-scientific
justifications, this despite having been built in reaction to the
materialism and the principle of reason which accompanied
industrial development. A direct descendant of spiritualism, it
came out of occultist thought, which seeks to make humans

39 organize.anarchy2023.org (page archive at the time of writing:
web.archive.org) ps: On a une inquiétude liée au crudivorisme dans cet ate-
lier. On ne porte pas de jugement sur une personne qui choisit de manger
des aliments crus, chacun·x met se qu’iel veut dans son assiette, mais on
fait remarquer qu’il y a une forte présence du crudivorisme dans certains
courants naturopathes hygiénistes à tendance sectaire et conspi, type Casas-
novas ou Grosjean (qui prétend entre autres foutaises que guérir une gastro
peut rendre autiste).

40 organize.anarchy2023.org (page archive at the time of writing:
web.archive.org)

41 organize.anarchy2023.org (page archive at the time of writing:
web.archive.org)
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meritocracy, and other gizmos. For example, his idea of a “car-
ing currency” («monnaie du cœur» when he says in french =
money of the heart), a crypto-currency that you would receive
as a reward for every “good deed performed for the climate”.
He calls this “universal social credit”. According to his idea,
this is meant for consumers but also for companies that make
“sustainable” choices but also for “sustainable technologies”. In
short, he’s a person who believes in the UN’s ecological princi-
ples, but isn’t happy that they’re not respected, which is why
he campaigns by going to different forums and summits to take
photos with everyone doing his three-finger salute, and be-
lieves that certain technologies can become “benevolent” and
help in the fight to save the world.

As far as the RIA workshop “Game Play” is concerned, if
we’ve understood it correctly, it seems to be a GN (Grandeur
Nature role-playing game, in English LARP) that should serve
to understand how to achieve the 17 goals defined by the UN
for 2030, through the application of the so-called “extinction so-
lution”, which basically is his concept of putting it all into prac-
tice to get there! In short… it’s a good example of how well the
different flavors of liberalism can cohabit in a capitalist world:
techno-progressism, new age spirituality, citizenism, etc.

New age tendencies

This summer, you may well be able to pay for your drink
using FairCoin (an “ecological and resilient” cryptocurrency,
championed by Chris Zumbrunn) at Espace Noir (a “libertar-
ian” space in the center of St-Imier)38, and certainly elsewhere
for “free and conscious prices”, or you can prepare an energy-
balanced menu for yourself at the “conscious eating” work-

38 comme ça a déjà été le cas: st-imier.org et decentrale.ch
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context everyone understands what they’re talking about, oth-
erwise such a question wouldn’t really make sense. Their an-
swer: “No, there are no special conditions for you to partici-
pate. Our only requirement is that you be respectful of others
and pacific.” Well… We don’t have the courage to go into the
absurdity of this and the fabulousness of being peaceful at an
anti-authoritarian meetings… On the other hand, it seems of
capital importance, even vital for some to talk about the issue
of covid and accessibility, be they fragile, handicapped, elderly
and/or immunocompromised people and/or their loved ones.

Yes, vital: some of our comrades still die (even in 2023). Oth-
ers see their lives impacted in the long term for a host of rea-
sons we won’t list here in detail, but at the end of this text we
have compiled some wonderful resources on the question of
ableism, racism and classism in relation to the covid issue and
the appalling lack of solidarity in so-called anti-authoritarian
circles around all these questions. We’ll let you dig in.

Let us remember that it is quite possible to be anti-
certificate and anti-state control measures without being
ableists, and that means wearing masks and accepting other
sanitary auto-defence precautions in our anti-authoritarian
spaces.

In the RIA telegram chats, we have read, among other
things, that masks were “diapers worn on faces”, an expres-
sion taken up by Derrick Broze of Freedom Cells, to which
he added “it’s a shame to see anarchists fall into the trap…”,
a response again quoted by Chris Zumbrunn, who added
“yes, it was disappointing to see how many groups ended up
divided over this, with only a fraction of us seeing through
the covid1984 drama”. (To clarify, this is an excerpt from a
public exchange. The “Anarchy2023” orga telegram chat and
the “BeyondAnarchy2023” RIA “off topic” chat are accessible
to anyone with a telegram account. Links for them are directly
shared by various RIA social network accounts).
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In this atmosphere, it’s no longer surprising that a disabled/
chronically ill person asking if he/she can take part in the RIA
orga gets turned away…

Like this:
Here are some extracts from an article by pieceoplastic8, al-

ready mentioned above, in which a person recounts his expe-
rience of trying to take part in the RIA orga and the reunions.
In it, he recounts exchanges over several months with at least
one of the main organizers of the RIA (it would seem, at least
given the position he occupies), namely Chris Zumbrunn, who
seems to speak on behalf of the orga team.

Quoted e-mails show that he was sidelined for several
months and refused to listen to his need for clarification re-
garding anti-transmission measures for covid, such as wearing
masks, ventilation, etc. His needs, but those of so many others
as well… brushed aside, ignored, then deliberately not taken
into account, as he recounts:

“…from my very first email, I tried to propose that
orga meetings and the RIA themselves should
be made accessible to everyone. Accessible to
everyone: that is, even to people like me, who
continue to be forced into extreme caution and
social isolation due to illness or disability,… …It
seems clear that this consensus to ignore COVID-
related safety measures at RIA could have solely
been achieved by exclusion (of myself and other
critical voices with a different point of view).
Consensus by excluding critical voices, it’s the lazi-
est trick in the books.
In another e-mail, I voiced my objections and al-
most begged to have the general meeting in early

8 pieceoplastic.com
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the hands of farmers, and not of laboratory experts. As far as
agriculture is concerned, biotechnologies only serve to further
dispossess the very people who feed the planet.

And one last example, just for a laugh: the “Game Play as
Extinction Solution” workshop37 by Philip McMaster, a former
business school teacher with many, many nicknames: Sustaina-
Claus (a pun on “Santa Claus” and “sustain”), Santa of Sustain-
ability, Professor P, Professor Planet, DaLong… He introduces
himself as “co-founder” (but it actually looks as if it’s just him)
of ConscienceLand, “Republic of Conscience”, the “mcMaster
Institute” and lots of other constructs with similar names.

He presents himself as a “Change ambassador for benevo-
lent A.I” and seems to be all about technology as a tool to save
the world and also for “sustainability”. He wants to use arti-
ficial intelligence to help “fight climate change” and the “end
of the world” (sic), and use cryptocurrencies to fund said fight.
He proposes a kind of concept or movement, the Three Fin-
gers principle (symbolised by making a sign with three fingers
raised) which would stand for the three concepts: SDG + SRI +
CSR:

• SDG: Sustainable Development Goals (= the 17 objec-
tives defined by the UN to save the world by 2030)

• SRI: Socially Responsible Investment (= sustainable de-
velopment in financial investments)

• CSR: Corporate Social Responsibility (= voluntary stance
taken by companies wishing to take care of their social
and ecological image).

To all this, allow us to add a dose of punchlines and con-
cepts like Freedom-is-my-nationality, spirit at full speed, love,

37 organize.anarchy2023.org (page archive at time of writing:
web.archive.org)
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problems too complex for traditional methods.”33 It’s pretty
clear what this implies: “global problems” are too complex for
human brains (hence we can only passively wait for the day
when this global brain decides to put an end to oppression!). If
we agree that the “world’s problems” are misery and exploita-
tion, while at the same time information and communication
technologies are one of the current engines of capitalist
growth, what can be expected from these technologies? Only
if the world’s problems are summed up as “how to continue
devastating the planet and revive the myth of progress in
order to make sure nothing changes”, then yes, the “global
brain” may well be the solution. And do we need to remind
you that not everyone on this planet has access to the same
resources, such as a smartphone or an internet connection?

We could also mention the “agro-labs” workshop34 offered
by citrusgenetics.org, a company founded by molecular biol-
ogy researcher Christos K. Kotakis, who is working on the
“bioenergetics of RNA” and “its application in bio-electricity
for the construction of a new generation of photovoltaic
cells”.35 Citrusgenetics owns 15 hectares of farmland, a large
agro-industrial park with 900 m2 of buildings, greenhouses
and a laboratory for biotechnological research.36 We confess
we don’t really understand what this is, nor how this company
finances itself. In any case, farmers, anarchists and radical
environmentalists have long been fighting against biotech-
nologies and in particular GMOs, incidentally most often
financed by agrochemical giants. The fact that “independent”
researchers are carrying out this research does not alter the
basic fact that agricultural knowledge and plant improvements
are based on millennia-old knowledge, which must remain in

33 globalbraininstitute.org
34 organize.anarchy2023.org (Page archive at time of writing:

web.archive.org)
35 traduit du grec de leur page facebook: www.facebook.com
36 pareil
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March held in COVID safety (see attachment 2).
Again, no response.”
pieceoplastic – translated extract

His entire testimony (in English and German, for the mo-
ment) is distressing. The thread on the Mastodon social net-
work linked at the beginning of his article is also worth having
a look.

Howmany other disabled or chronically ill people have had
to give up participating in the organisational team, proposing
a workshop or discussion, or even had to give up on their plans
to attend the RIA because of this unabashed ableism?

As if we have to say it again: Ableism isolates, ableism kills.

So what could have been done?

Making an event accessible is a political issue. When
it comes to covid, as with all sorts of other things: Sorry,
not sorry, listing wheelchair-accessible and non-wheelchair-
accessible venues on the site (without making them accessible
or changing the venue, lol, and even then, only talking about
a certain type of token accessibility: that which concerns
the spatial movement of wheelchairs) … that is not inclusive
thinking. It’s taking the piss out of a lot of people, and it
actively conveys that no thought has been spared to
solidarity and inclusion in advance.

So it’s still up to people with disabilities and/or neurodiver-
gent persons to “ask” for access, and all too often they risk get-
ting turned down be it for lack of time or logistics, or getting
forced to give it up by themselves because it’s too complicated.
Of course, if nothing is planned in advance, writing an e-mail
to the care team (for those who dare to do so) won’t change a
thing. In some cases, yes, but most of the time, not. To be an
ableist also gets revealed by saying to yourself that this isn’t
really a big deal.
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You’ve had more than two years to think about this, re-
quests have been made, concerns have been expressed plus by
people who are directly concerned.

At this stage, it’s a matter of voluntary exclusion, or nearly.

To the question of “putting rules into an anarchist,
anti-authoritarian event”

(in this case, the idea of including covid safety measures)
One of the answers the person who wrote on pieceoplas-

tic.com received from the RIA organisation (which incidentally
is one of the things we hear all too often) is that they do not
“desire to assume the role of the police”.

It is precisely the practice of taking consensual positions
in the interests of the most oppressed people, followed by an
active practice of collective anti-dominant positions (including
our own), that can enable us to abolish the police, or, at the very
least, of the maintenance of order through coercion. Rebuking
ostracising or dominant behaviours is not the role of the po-
lice. One of the roles of the police is precisely to maintain and
perpetuate such exclusionary behaviours, and as such to ratify
the monopoly of power held by privileged groups over others.

Do we ask ourselves such questions on “having to play the
role of the police” when it comes to combating and rejecting
racist, sexist or anti-lgbt behavior or theory? No. Not only do
we fight and reject such behaviors, we even anticipate them
and affirm to oppose them. Doesn’t it sound like a familiar
stance to be defending the oppressed and the exploited?… So
why does the question of “having to play the role of the police”
arise in the case of anti-ableism, when defending the sick or
the disabled, in regards to showing or denying them our soli-
darity? Because we continue to reduce the question of ableism
to a simple, highly personal and individualized situation, with-
out taking into account the societal issues at play as well as
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is for our own good, or could be, if we just listen to them. As
we’ve seen, in the program of the RIA several such experts (rec-
ognized or self-proclaimed ones) are included, who detail via
schemes and lab theories their plans for a new and more so-
cial organization (democratic, citizen, “anti-authoritarian”, “an-
archist” or other) of these technologies.

The “Living cities and civics” workshop31 presents itself as
a rather enlightening caricature of this genre. Matthew Skjons-
berg is associate director of the Future Cities Laboratory Global
(FCLG-ETHZ), coordinator of the doctoral program “Research
Methods in Landscape and Civic Design” at the Institute of
Landscape and Urban Studies (LUS-ETHZ) and lecturer in civic
design and public health (MscLA-ETHZ). The discussion fol-
lowing his presentation will focus on the concept of civic re-
sponsability and alternative lifestyles in living environments
(in several languages).”

A further example is the “Systemic playing towards anar-
chy” workshop32, which may look nice at first glance, but still
raises a few doubts. Evo Busseniers is affiliated with the Global
Brain Institute, where Evo completed his doctoral thesis. The
“Global Brain” represents a neuroscience-inspired conception
of the world, in which the interconnection between humans
and machines (resulting from information via internet and
other communication technologies) constitutes itself as a form
of “global brain”, with its nervous system, neuronal connec-
tions and so forth. This organic, totalizing vision of human
relations is, in and of itself, pretty scary. The Global Brain
Institute, which proposes to develop this “global intelligence”
further, has as its mission to “[…] move us effectively towards
a collective intelligence that will enable us to tackle global

31 organize.anarchy2023.org (page archive at time of writing:
web.archive.org)

32 organize.anarchy2023.org (page archive at time of writing:
web.archive.org)
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platforms30 created by Gian Piero de Bellis, is to “relaunch anti-
authoritarian action in a coordinated way, along the lines advo-
cated by participants in the 1872 Anti-Authoritarian Congress”.

Technophile tendencies

We won’t repeat here why social problems can never be
solved with technological solutions. Nor will we repeat the as-
sertions of those “experts” who claim to know better than we
do what our problems are and how to solve them. Nor will we
criticize the progressive myth stating that we’re always head-
ing for the better. How long have GMOpromoters been promis-
ing to eradicate world hunger?The promoters of nuclear power
been talking of a clean, safe technology? The internet been de-
scribed as a formidable tool for democratization? No, technol-
ogy is never neutral; it remains in the hands of those who have
the power to create it, and of those who benefit the most from
it. Do we need to repeat the obvious that internet technologies
do not work without a material basis? That they require a net-
work of cables, fibre optics, relay antennas and transformers
that all need to be built, maintained and secured? That energy
is needed to create electricity, to transport it, that mines have
to be dug up and metals extracted? And that in these processes,
people are getting exploited, territories devastated? That pop-
ulations have to be displaced and wars waged? This supposed
dematerialization is in fact very material. The people affected
by coltan extraction, a conflict ravaging the Kivu region of the
Congo for years, or those affected by the conflicts surrounding
the lithium mines in Chile, know everything about this.

And as technologies get ever more complex and move be-
yond the reach of individuals (beginning in their manufacture),
experts of all stripes have come to explain to us how all this

30 organize.anarchy2023.org (page archive at time of writing:
web.archive.org)
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the power relations they are interconnected with (accessibility,
precariousness, racism, sexism, etc.).

And as for remotely accessible events and reunions

Please do not claim that this is a security issue (as the per-
son who wrote on pieceoplastic.com was told, see her article)
or that handicapped people are too technophile and technode-
pendent. (Consensual) sound recordings and anonymized note-
taking do exist, as do encrypted transcripts or streams (Chris
Zumbrunn even offers these for two of his workshops – try to
find the logic there), and they would allow disabled people to
take part in the organisational team as well. Other solutions
can conceivably be created and imagined. Let’s be technocriti-
cal AND anti-ableist!

Settings that take place exclusively “face-to-face” without
measures against transmission are ableist by definition. Basi-
cally this would be like saying, this could be dangerous for you?
Well, not for us, so why don’t you just come along anyway, but
wait, we’re not going to make it possible for you to come along
by reducing the danger for you.

Total access, organized in advance, by able-bodied allies
and concerned people who can offer this – that’s inclusive. A
clear, unambiguous and uncompromising anti-discriminatory
stance – that’s inclusive. Not on a case-by-case basis, according
to the whims of individuals, deciding whether or not content
should be made accessible.

And then, with the telegram chat, the various RIA social
networks and the apology of cryptocurrencies in its program,
let us have a good laugh here as well. In terms of security and
technological criticism, we have seen better.
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Libertarian tendencies

As a short preamble: the name of this political current,
which sees itself as standing outside of he left-right spectrum,
can be a little confusing… It needs to be understood in the
context in which it was created, and a small linguistic side
note may help to make things a little bit clearer. Sorry, this is
a bit of a pain.

The name of this political current is an Anglicisation of the
French word “libertaire”, itself derived from the French anar-
chist scene. In French, however, it designates a political current
in its own right and is not translated libertaire but libertarien,
relating therefore to the libertarisme (or libertarianism) move-
ment.

The English word libertarian was therefore co-opted by a
more or less anti-state right-wing movement to differentiate
itself from liberals: in English and in the context of the US bi-
partisan political system, theword liberal designates the Demo-
cratic Party, as opposed to the Republican Party.

Libertarian can also be used, but more rarely, as libertaire,
to which we would add left-wing or right-wing to clarify, in
other words, left-libertaire or right-libertaire! A kind of right-
wing anarchism (yes-yes), but one that retains from anarchist
ideas only its opposition to the state, yet not to authority in
general. And again, the reason for opposition to the state is
not because of its authoritarian character, but rather because
of its monopoly over authority. As with “panarchy”, which ad-
vocates a system in which “non-state” governments compete
freely against each other. By that same logic, libertarians don’t
oppose money in general but only the state monopoly over cur-
rencies, hence their newfound love for non-state cryptocurren-
cies derived from blockchain technologies.
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with minimal state intervention (and based on individual free-
dom and private property) would be the ideal context for a
“free” currency. Symmetrically, a “free” currency would enable
the emergence of “less” authoritarian, even liberating, systems
of governance.

We however believe that money is what generates power
and enables systems and structures of domination to exist,
whether in the form of property, liquidity, bank deposits,
whether regulated and created at state level, or in the form of
decentralized cryptocurrencies. Decentralized, but nonetheless
dependent on a multitude of human and non-human resources,
and thereby generating a dominating and oppressive system.
Among other things, you need tons of very real raw materials
to make your cryptocurrency wallet blink: you’re not going
to go and extract them yourself before clicking on “buy”, all
this safely from behind your screen, built by who knows what
human being, who was exploited who knows where, but who
would receive his salary in cryptocurrency unregulated by the
state, so therefore anything goes.

We disagree, because to claim that a currency can be bene-
ficial, or even emancipatory, is to refuse to criticize the founda-
tions of capitalism and its underlying social relations, including
private property, labor and commodity.

Workshops extolling anti-authoritarian possibilities of
a monetary system to a RIA with Blockchain and ultra
techno-dependent crypto-currencies – here too, all is well…?

Looking at the proposals for certain workshops, and the
strong presence of people known and recognized for their lib-
ertarian positions and activities, one gets the impression that
there is some kind of an attempt to inscribe the various liber-
tarian currents (anarcho-capitalism, agorism, panarchy, etc.) in
the present and future history of anarchist thought and prac-
tice. Passing off libertarian thinking as libertaire thinking is
scary! For example, the idea behind the “BeyondAnarchy 2023”
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• New Economy28

• Game Play as Extinction Solution, a workshop by a guy
who proposes, among other ideas, his “caring currency”
or “money of the heart” (= “monnaie du cœur” in French),
a cryptocurrency to reward on merit citizens who are
acting for the good of the planet.29

To better understand why we wonder what all this has to
do with RIA:

Libertarianism holds that free markets and unfettered com-
petition promote an emancipated and therefore emancipating
currency. So at the onset it postulates…, that such a currency
could exist. It would bemarket-based, meaning that its creation
and value should not be determined by any state powers, but
rather by the forces of supply and demand.

An alternative currency is still a currency. Alternative
money, “natural” money (gold, silver, precious metals), cen-
tralized or decentralized “real” or virtual money, it’s all still
money: it’s all still an abstract means of exchange.This enables
us to create and define the notions of value, property and
wealth within capitalism, which, even if conceived to be
an alternative, always remains capitalism. The exploitation
necessary to such (a) system(s) and the oppression(s) that
stem(s) from it remain very real. There’s no such thing as a
currency without exploitation. It’s a bourgeois fantasy lacking
any sort of class consciousness and awareness of the privileges
on which it is all based or those it will soon create.

How is this anti-authoritarian?
The idea is that a non-state monetary system (as conceived

by anarcho-capitalism in particular) or a “governance” system

28 organize.anarchy2023.org (page archive at time of writing:
web.archive.org)

29 organize.anarchy2023.org (page archive at time of writing:
web.archive.org)
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[Note by the translator: I remain uncertain if a distinction
between libertarian and libertaire can work in the English or
even in the German language. I think it is more common and
also more useful to always add the distinction left wing or right
wing, or even socialist libertarian as for instance Chomsky and
others do. Libertarian to say anti-state and left/right/social-
ist/capitalist? to position it on the political spectrum. But as
Bookchin has noted, right wing libertarians should be called
proprietarians anyway: https://vimeo.com/228159522]

Anarcho-capitalism, and one of its sub-branches agorism
(carried notably by Derrick Broze who is active on the RIA 2023
telegram chat where he announced that he may come to talk
about it in person) are at the heart of the famous “Anarcha-
pulco” festival in Mexico. It’s a summit reserved to the super-
privileged, attracting almost exclusively white neo-colonials
from the USA, who equate taxation with “slavery”. There’s a
lot going on with the Freedom Cells (a network of survivalists
who mix supremacist, masculinist, new-age, conspiracy the-
ories, etc., and act as inspiration for the Solaris network in
Switzerland) andwith the Underground Railroad or their “oper-
ation counter-economy”9 (basically, rich people who “escape”
state tax “tyranny” through running their own networks… an
atrocious repetition of history).

Anarchapulco speakers include Cynthia McKinney.There’s
every reason to believe that she’ll be coming to RIA 2023 with
her workshop “Countering the anarchy of US foreign policy”10
(since it’s organized by one “hq2600”, which happens to be
McKinney’s personal e-mail address listed on her CV, and since
US foreign policy is one of her favorite topics).

9 voir les explications de Derrick Broze: archive.org et archive.org
10 organize.anarchy2023.org (page archive at time of writing:

web.archive.org)
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A graduate and professor of international relations, McKin-
ney is a former U.S. politician who served at the federal level
(Democratic Party) for six years, after which she greatly influ-
enced the Green Party. She is known for violently anti-Semitic
positions, as well as for far-right conspiracy theories about 9/11
(“Dancing Israelis”), in which she inscribes “anti-war” battles
(Syria, Iraq, Palestine, etc.). She continuously propagates anti-
Semitic tropes and conspiracy theories in regards to George
Soros, the Rothschild family, the “New World Order” (“anti-
globalists”), and the covid-19 pandemic. She regularly appears
with Holocaust deniers, including David Pidcock, Michele Re-
nouf, and Dieudonné, as well as with white supremacists.

Online she posts her fascination with ultra-authoritarian
regimes. Her campaign has been sponsored by and she has
worked with the Stalinist Workers World Party, which holds
dogmatic “anti-imperialist” positions against US policy, lead-
ing them to historical revisionism and negationism (defence of
Slobodan Milosevic, Radovan Karadzic, denial of the Bosnian
genocide, support for Serbian nationalists, glorification of Sad-
dam Hussein and denial of the Kurdish genocide, etc.). The
WWP, which advertises itself as an “anti-imperialist” commu-
nist party, joins forces with nationalist far-right groups in a
red-brown alliance.11 Within such ideological alliances, oppor-
tunist “anti-fascist” rhetoric is often put to the service of a fas-
cist agenda.

Since 2005, McKinney has been close to the vice-president
of the Schiller Institute of Lyndon LaRouche’s movement (an
ultra-violent, neo-fascist movement with sectarian tendencies,
and an important relay for anti-Semitic tropes through numer-

11 pour plus d’information concernant ce type d’alliances, voir l’histoire
des idéologies de type «troisième position»/«third position»/querfronts, qui
se pensent généralement comme “ni de gauche ni de droite” et qui synchré-
tisent des idées conservatrices ou réactionnaires sur le plan culturel, et (pré-
tendument) «anticapitalistes» et majoritairement nationalistes sur le plan
économique
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• BYOB – Be Your Own Bank19

• Mutual Credit Systems20

• Fair EcoSystem21

• Economy and Anarchy22

• Anti-Authoritaran Money23

• Solid’Ark (a Bulle-based company whose slogan is
BANKS AND LOCAL CRYPTOCURRENCIES AT THE
SERVICE OF CITIZENS AND THE REAL ECONOMY!)24

• Dual Power – building a resilient anarchist society. With
two themes in the description: “Develop alternative fi-
nancial systems” and “Alternative economic models”25

• Kong, a monkey’s currency, SEL and BUI26

• The money game27

19 organize.anarchy2023.org (page archive at time of writing:
web.archive.org (RIA 2022))

20 organize.anarchy2023.org (page archive at time of writing: (lienmort,
2022) web.archive.org)

21 organize.anarchy2023.org (page archive at time of writing:
web.archive.org)

22 organize.anarchy2023.org (RIA 2022 et RIA 2023, le lien d’origine ren-
voie maintenant a Anti-Autoritaran Money, RIA 2022) (page archive at time
of writing: web.archive.org)

23 organize.anarchy2023.org (page archive at time of writing:
web.archive.org)

24 organize.anarchy2023.org (RIA 2022, le lien d’origine renvoie aussi
maintenant à Anti-Autoritaran Money, RIA 2022) (page archive at time of
writing: web.archive.org)

25 organize.anarchy2023.org (page archive at time of writing:
web.archive.org)

26 organize.anarchy2023.org (lien désormais cassé, RIA 2022) (page
archive at time of writing: web.archive.org)

27 organize.anarchy2023.org (lien désormais cassé, RIA 2022) (page
archive at time of writing: web.archive.org)
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I’m a libertarian, but I have enough expertise in politics and
history to understand that a free market eventually becomes a
monopoly unless you force it to be free. WikiLeaks is designed
to make capitalism more free and ethical.”16

As for Ross Ulbricht (the second political prisoner defended
by the workshop), he is a businessman inspired by libertar-
ian ideas. He is currently imprisoned for creating the Silkroad
anonymous shopping site on the darkweb, where you could
buy anything (weapons, drugs, false papers, services, etc.) by
paying for it in cryptocurrency. The site allowed him to make
a ton of money and become a multimillionaire.

We’re not sure what all this has to do with RIA.

Libertarians and money

Libertarianism actively promotes the creation of alternative
currencies and decentralized monetary systems. At RIA 2022
and 2023, we have seen a multitude of workshop proposals on
this topic…

Here’s a list of workshops that have been proposed, sched-
uled, if sometimes renamed or cancelled. All are on the subject
of crypto-money, alternativemonetary systems and alternative
currencies:

• Presentation and discussion on Thomas Greco with the
subtitle that reads “alternative means of exchange”, later
modified to “The tyranny of the global money system
and how we can free ourselves from it”.17

• Anarchist Bank18

16 traduit de l’anglais, reason.com
17 organize.anarchy2023.org (page archive at time of writing:

web.archive.org)
18 organize.anarchy2023.org (page archive at time of writing:

web.archive.org (RIA 2022))
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ous publications). In 2011, McKinney led a delegation to Libya
in support of the regime, along with Ramsey Clark (former
Attorney General at the time of the creation of COINTELPRO,
an advisor and defender of far-right war criminals) and
conspiracy theorist Wayne Madsen. Also present in Libya at
the same time were neo-fascists Mahdi Darius Nazemroaya
and Thierry Meyssan (head of Réseau Voltaire and contributor
to the magazine Eurasia, whose editor-in-chief is neo-fascist
Claudio Mutti, a close associate of Aleksandr Dugin and
founder of the pro-Gaddafi Italian-Libyan Friendship Society).
McKinney’s pro-Gaddafi positions have been broadcast on
Michel Chossudovsky’s conspiracy channel ‘Global Research
TV’, which is notably involved in disseminating pro-Russian
propaganda. In 2014, McKinney signed an open letter issued
by the WWP and addressed to the authorities of Novorossiyan
(a territory claimed as ”New Russia”) in support of members
of Borotba (a Stalinist organization spun off from several
Ukrainian groups, who are extremely racist and homophobic
and notorious for attacking left-wing activists). McKinney
fights against the “Deep State”, which she believes consists of
the “pro-Israel lobby” and the “ZioCons” (a favorite expression
of David Duke, neo-Nazi former leader of the Ku Klux Klan).
She has formed a red-brown alliance called “#Unrig” with
Robert David Steele (a former CIA official, openly a member
of a far-right neo-fascist movement), in support of Donald
Trump.12

Thevery same CynthiaMcKinney apparently plans to come
to RIA 2023 with the project of “countering the anarchy of US
foreign policy”. At an anarchist event, you’d expect that “an-
archy” wouldn’t be something to “counter” (actually not even
used as a word for qualifying a state policy!), but given her

12 plus d’info dans l’immense travail de recherche: «An Investigation
into Red-Brown Alliances – Third Positionism, Russia, Ukraine, Syria, and
theWestern Left», 2015: theanarchistlibrary.org; autre source d’infos: angry-
whitemen.org; en.wikipedia.org; www.holocaustresearchproject.org
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profile, you’d expect anything. Above all, let’s not allow this
person’s arrival to be the tree that hides the forest! As we shall
see, many other, more “respectable” workshops and people are
part of the libertarian movement.

Libertarians and “governance”

Resurrected through neoliberal vocabulary, the concept of
governance seems to reduce the social question to a question
of management. Adding the terms “resilience”, “democratic”,
“participatory”, “alternative”, etc. does little to change such a
technocratic vision of society or its “goodmanagement”. Today,
we hear the word “governance” used in all sorts of ways (from
sovereigntists of all stripes to promoters of neoliberal globaliza-
tion, from libertarians to “militant collectives”, etc.). As if this
wasn’t just another word for organization by domination, and
as if such a thing as non-authoritarian, emancipatory “systems
of governance” existed. Management will never be “horizontal”
or “decentralized”. So it’s only logical that this catch-all term
also became popular with libertarians.

There are several workshops at the RIA on the subject, for
example, the most identifiable one seems to be “Dual Power –
building a resilient anarchist society”.13 The description (in En-
glish) describes its desire to “create alternative models of gov-
ernance”, for “informed and engaged citizens”… “…This could
involve contingency planning, decentralized governance and a
strong emphasis on societal resilience.” etc.

In the same vein, we might also mention the workshop
“Aviezer Tucker: Anarchy & Panarchy: a presentation +
discussion (in English)”.14 The workshop appears to offer a
presentation by or with Aviezer Tucker, an academic who

13 organize.anarchy2023.org (page archive at time of writing:
web.archive.org)

14 organize.anarchy2023.org (page archive at time of writing:
web.archive.org)
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has notably co-authored a book with Gian Piero de Bellis:
“Panarchy: Political Theories of Non-Territorial States”. So
they will probably serve to introduce the concept of Panarchy,
which, according to the abstract of their co-authored book
reads:

“Panarchy is a normative political meta-theory
that advocates non-territorial states based on
actual social contracts that are explicitly ne-
gotiated and signed between states and their
potential citizens. The explicit social contract, or
constitution, sets the conditions under which a
state can use coercion against its citizens and
the conditions under which said contract can be
annulled, revised or otherwise abolished.”

The word panarchy alone should raise some questions. It’s
made up of the Greek words “pan”, meaning “all”, and “arkhê”,
meaning “command”, “power”, “authority”. Etymologically,
therefore, it’s the exact opposite of anarchy, composed of the
negating meaning “absence of” and “arkhê”.

Libertarians and their political prisoners

About the workshop “Presentation by the Italian Commit-
tee Free Assange + discussion. (+ Free Ross Ulbricht and all the
political prisoners)”15

Julian Assange has been accused of many things (rape, sex-
ism, racism, anti-Semitism). He defines himself as a libertarian,
as he had himself said in an interview “It’s not right to put me
in one specific philosophical or economic camp, because I have
learned frommany of them. But one of them is American liber-
tarianism, market libertarianism. So, when it comes to markets,

15 organize.anarchy2023.org (page archive at time of writing:
web.archive.org)
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